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Golf Genius or MiScore
Tuesday, April 11, 2023
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Response to Survey

2

Surveyed 223

Bounced 8.00% 15

Opted Out 2.00% 5

Completed 50.00% 101

Not Completed 50.00% 102
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Q1: Are you in favour of continuing Golf Genius in future MDVGA events?
Answered: 97   Skipped: 4
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Q2: Are you favour of abandoning Golf Genius and moving to MiScore in future 

MDVGA events?

Answered: 100   Skipped: 1
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Q3: Do you have a current MiScore “User Subscription”?
Answered: 101   Skipped: 0
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Individual Comments
• Have MiScore but willing to give golf genius another go.

• Better than manual cards but not as good as MiScore

• I guess we can continue with trial to gain more familiarity 

• I have had difficulties at the commencement of the game as the Keypad has not displayed until the second hole played,or I have had to go 

back to start as my phone seems to shut down between holes. Being a Luddite, I prefer to mark a card when leaving the green and enter the 

scores in one go at the end of the round. I will eventually learn to use whatever app makes it easier for the people on duty

• I have had some exposure to Golf Genius but only checking scorecards into the system.  I have not used it myself to score a round of golf.  In 

that scenario, it was easy to use

• Depending on the annual cost of MiScore in comparison to the Golf Genius. As I am familiar with MS it would be my preference, however I 

wouldn't be against either program.

• Maybe until end of current license period, but then switch.

• I can use both, so i have no preference.

• MiScore needs annual subscription I think, if it’s not much I’m happy to go with that. 

• No experience with MiScore. Kyneton Golf Club uses OneGolf and I enter the scores at the end of the round.I will go along with whatever is 

decided, and only complain if I have a bad day.

• My feeling is that most members will have the MiScore app already on their phones and will know very well how to use it.  I don't know how 

you set up an event in MiScore, or what the cost is

• Again, I can use both and can access the information being shared.

• Ambivalent, but must be based on a value for money outcome.

• Again no experience so can't really comment. Miscore does appear to be the dominant system.

MiScore needs annual subscription I think, if it’s not much I’m happy to go with that. 

No experience with MiScore. Kyneton Golf Club uses OneGolf  and I enter the scores at the end 

of the round.I will go along with whatever is decided, and only complain if I have a bad day.

My feeling is that most members will have the MiScore app already on their phones and will 

know very well how to use it.  I don't know how you set up an event in MiScore, or what the 
cost is

See above

Again, I can use both and can access the information being shared.

See 4 below

Ambivalent, but must be based on a value for money outcome.

Again no experience so can't really comment. Miscore does appear to be the dominant system.
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Individual Comments
• If golf genius can be updated to eliminate some of its faults, it is worth pursuing.

• I’m happy to learn and use whatever committee decide 

• MiScore is widely used at most clubs and everyone should use it.

• "Myself and a number of Kew members do not use MiScore. We still use score cards! Before joining MiScore it is wise to read the Privacy 

Policy. They do ask you to and by joining it is accepted that you have read them. Have you read them? Carrying out due diligence on 

something that " includes " all members includes reading the Privacy Policy. Hardly anybody does any more. We just accept it as par for the 

course and sign up. If Golf Genius operates similarly to Mi Score has anybody read their Privacy provisions."

• Golf Genius is so in superior to MiScore

• Being an older person sport, most golfers find New Ap's are difficult to manage - so 1 Ap only would be better. Also,  vision is also a problem 

and a lot have magnifying glasses - which are annoying to put on, while playing. If the GG Cost of $2,200 per annum to MDVGA - is an 

issue. Negotiation should not be an issue - MDVGA represents approximately 200 golf  clubs in Melbourne and Mornington Peninsula and 

Our Members are influential on those committees of those clubs. If ALL the clubs in the entire VGA, were to unite against either GG  fees or  

MiScore fees then their fee structure would change.

• MiScore well known by members

• Having used both systems I believe the Miscore is the better of the two

• "100% In favour of MISCORE . 

• Best golf app ever in my humble opinion . "

• Most members are familiar with MiScore, there will still be some who don't use it. There will still be some manual score entry.

• Only used golf genius once and do not feel it has been given a chance to fully evaluate it.

• I find Golf Genius quite user unfriendly and MiScore is a much better app. Ultimately it comes down to cost though. I don't want to pay much 

extra. If we continue to use Golf Genius I will use it but request a printed card so that I can track my score and my markers and make 

agreeing and balancing at the end of the round much easier. 

• I would prefer to keep my golf scoring apps to a minimum - one only - if at all possible.

MiScore needs annual subscription I think, if it’s not much I’m happy to go with that. 

No experience with MiScore. Kyneton Golf Club uses OneGolf  and I enter the scores at the end 

of the round.I will go along with whatever is decided, and only complain if I have a bad day.

My feeling is that most members will have the MiScore app already on their phones and will 

know very well how to use it.  I don't know how you set up an event in MiScore, or what the 
cost is

See above

Again, I can use both and can access the information being shared.

See 4 below

Ambivalent, but must be based on a value for money outcome.

Again no experience so can't really comment. Miscore does appear to be the dominant system.
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Individual Comments
• My MiScore subscription is payed by my club but can only be used on my home course but I will consider taking out personal subscription to 

allow use on multiple courses. More used to MiScore therefore easier to use. Another major advantage with MiScore is the GPS function 

giving progressive distances to hole being played. Golf Genius is a good system but most club golfers are more familiar with MiScore and is 

currently widely used.

• MiScore for me please

• Having used both I find Miscore infinitely better. It is more reliable, easier to use and I find it far better designed. Comparing the two is like 
comparing a Mercedes with a Hyundai. When using Golf Genius I always have Miscore open as well to make up for its shortcomings.

• Golf genius is crap

• MiScore subscription is home club sub.

• You could increase membership to cover subscription for MiScore. Members could use it at other venues.

• Go Vets

• Golf genius is the most counter intuitive app I've come across, not at all user friendly

• Good idea

• Happy with mi score

• Last game at Keysborough, Chris Moot stuffed up Leigh Jocobson's score. I don't think that this would have occured with MiScore.

• People are familiar with MiScore and it used in all competitions at our club 

• "MiScore is very stable in operation, i.e., it tolerates corrections to scores of previous holes. It provides current stableford scores / par scores 
as you proceed through your round.

• Golf Genius was a nightmare at Keysborough for the situation where you and your markers scoring was different."

• Many of the complaints about GG were similar to those when MiScore first introduced.

• Have not used GG so unable to provide meaningful comment

• Prefer not to change we will be able to get use to it. 

• MiScore is a familiar and easy to use and comprehensive system which is used by many clubs as an adjunct to their MiClub booking system. 
The cost for additional to home club is nominal.  

• I have used Golf Genius twice, and find it pretty good (I'm happy not to see progressive scores!).  There is one difficulty for me - font size, so 
my glasses are on/off often!  Thanks for the opportunity to comment

• I think for many using Golf Genius is yet another ‘technical’ thing to navigate. Most would already be familiar with MiScore. 

MiScore needs annual subscription I think, if it’s not much I’m happy to go with that. 

No experience with MiScore. Kyneton Golf Club uses OneGolf  and I enter the scores at the end 

of the round.I will go along with whatever is decided, and only complain if I have a bad day.

My feeling is that most members will have the MiScore app already on their phones and will 

know very well how to use it.  I don't know how you set up an event in MiScore, or what the 
cost is

See above

Again, I can use both and can access the information being shared.

See 4 below

Ambivalent, but must be based on a value for money outcome.

Again no experience so can't really comment. Miscore does appear to be the dominant system.
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Individual Comments
• I have MiScore only for my Golf Club (Kew) and paid for by my Club.

• "I have not used Golf Genius as I haven’t played Melbourne Vets events this year due to Ewing away and injury.

• I have used MiScore at various golf courses. Easy to use."

• Cost to MDVGA the key consideration,

• Use MiScore at Woodlands - no fee

• MiScore seems much more intuitive to use

• Only a free club based subscription.

• MiScore preferred but cost unknown factor

MiScore needs annual subscription I think, if it’s not much I’m happy to go with that. 

No experience with MiScore. Kyneton Golf Club uses OneGolf  and I enter the scores at the end 

of the round.I will go along with whatever is decided, and only complain if I have a bad day.

My feeling is that most members will have the MiScore app already on their phones and will 

know very well how to use it.  I don't know how you set up an event in MiScore, or what the 
cost is

See above

Again, I can use both and can access the information being shared.

See 4 below

Ambivalent, but must be based on a value for money outcome.

Again no experience so can't really comment. Miscore does appear to be the dominant system.
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